
eLearning Content Services 
Delivering modern, engaging content to re-energize learners 

Engaging eLearning content is no longer a nice-to-have, it’s a must. Well-designed, personalized, 

interactive content can improve learner engagement, increasing the absorption and retention of 

information, making it easier to apply acquired skills and knowledge in the workplace. 

 

Digital Cues consultants bring the functional knowledge and skills to analyze pain points and   

suggest viable solutions that fit both your culture and your business. The delivery of these SCORM 

compliant content solutions will include trackability and reporting along with industry best     

practices to drive content adoption, playability, portability, and learning retention through active 

participation, knowledge checks, animations, embedded videos, and simulations.  

 

Services 

Beginning with your raw content, Digital Cues will produce SCORM compliant content using     

best-in-class authoring software that is compatible with laptops, mobile devices and tablets. The 

content will be trackable and reportable (person launched, time tracking, responses and         

completion status). Two service options are designed to meet both your needs and your budget. 

 

Is your eLearning content not visually interesting, becoming dated or just not captivating your learners? 
  

Whether you need help with SCORM wrapping and publishing to track for reporting purposes, 

or want to provide interactivity to revitalize your content,  

Digital Cues has the expertise you need. 

Ideal for companies that 

 Require ability to track and 
enforce compliance of basic, 
non-SCORM compliant 
course elements such as PPT 
and Word documents 

 Lack the staff to design the 
content required to         
sufficiently train or upskill 
their learners 

 Wish to reduce or eliminate 
content development staff 
and/or content authoring 
software licenses 

 Supplement eLearning      
libraries with company     
specific eLearning content or 
updating existing content 

 Want uniquely created 
eLearning content published 
and ready for inclusion in 
their LMS 

 

How It Works 
One of our Digital Cues Senior Consultants will meet with you to understand your content development objectives, sharing a tutorial as 

well as samples, and will propose the approach which aligns best with your goals and budget. Hours (minimum of five) are purchased in 

advance for use over time and can be used for either of the service levels. Digital Cues will provide a checklist that will aid you in           

communicating your needs and instructions, simplifying the process.  

To learn more, contact connect@digitalcues.com to schedule a no obligation discovery call. 

https://digitalcues.com 

 

Digital Cues will take your existing content 

and make it SCORM compliant and ready for 

inclusion in your LMS. We will provide a    

preview for review, make necessary           

corrections to graphics and text formatting 

issues and will resend for final review and 

approval before providing the final files for 

publishing. 

SCORM Packaging & Publishing 

 

When you need to take your content to the 
next level, Digital Cues will create a SCORM 
compliant interactive learning experience that 
can include the creation of interactions such 
as: knowledge checks, tests, quizzes, guided 
interaction, animations, control advancement 
of content based on visitation of all objects 
and custom timelines. We will provide       
previews for review, feedback and              
modifications in a cyclical process ensuring a 
flawless final product.  

Content Design & Publishing 


